Our Stain

- 3 Part Low VOC water-based spray applied stain designed for outdoor applications.
- Factory applied finish at the component stage, before installation of hardware and glass provides superior product and envelope coverage.
- Environment friendly: Low VOC content without harmful off-gasses.
- Superior transparency and resistance to surface degradation.
- Available in both 5 degree gloss and 25 degree gloss finishes (Dynamic recommends the use of 25 degree gloss for exterior applications).
- Resistance to moisture, which can reduce algae and fungal growths.
- Top coat includes nanotechnology for added durability. The improved characteristics of the nano topcoat film results in a harder, more resistant surface while not compromising transparency.

State of the art nanotechnology breaks the molecular make-up of the top coat stain layer into tiny nano (one billionth of a meter) particles to form a tighter film.
Sapele Mahogany Stain Finishes

5 DEGREE SHEEN

- Images are for discussion guides only. Different lighting and textures can result in color variations.
- Physical samples must be reviewed and approved before order confirmation.
- Custom stains available.
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Douglas Fir Stain Finishes

25 DEGREE SHEEN

- Images are for discussion guides only. Different lighting and textures can result in color variations.

- Physical samples must be reviewed and approved before order confirmation.

- Custom stains available.